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Finished. It is a word that almost demands a sigh to follow. We are approaching the end of the school year and 
for many high school and college aged children that means finals, tests. For me, who is just not very talented 
in the test taking department, that was an absolutely dreadful week. So, when I put my pencil down to hand in 
my final test each year it was like a giant burden lifted off my back. Finished! 

“But pastor,” you are saying, “you can’t possibly compare that to the scene here. You can’t compare that to 
the darkened skies and the anguished cries coming from that hill of the skull.” And, of course, you’re right. 
Here is a scene a little more like miners being trapped for days in a collapsed mine, traumatized, knowing only 
darkness for hours upon hours and then seeing the blinding light of freedom and feeling the warmth of the 
sun, breaking down in tears upon their rescue. Here is more like a prisoner of war who has been tortured and 
captive for years, unkempt, unrecognizable, malnourished, and watching as their holding cell bursts open, 
their rescuers taking hold of them and bringing them back home. They had been pushed to the limits of 
human endurance – and now it is finished. 

But, yup your right, though maybe slightly closer, even those situations pale in comparison to what happened 
on Good Friday. Who, really, can even begin to understand or put into words the torment of soul, the pains of 
hell that the Son of God endured on the cross? What mind can even begin to comprehend what he went 
through as he was despised and rejected by man and forsaken by God his Father…and that does not even 
begin to touch on the physical torment of the crucifixion itself. In addition, Jesus wasn’t alive by the end of 
Good Friday, knowing the feeling of a survivor’s relief and feeling the embrace of family and friends. When it 
was all finished, he “bowed his head and gave up his spirit.” In case we didn’t believe that, the soldier’s spear 
tells the totality of this truth. And finally, he ends his life similar to how it began, wrapped in cloths and laid in 
a bed belonging to another. 

However, just before he died, Jesus spoke three words of truth, arguably, the three most important words he 
ever spoke: “It is finished.” He wanted them heard, he wanted it loud enough that those words would echo 
throughout heaven, earth and hell! He wanted them to continue to echo through this sin-wrecked world for all 
of time, giving eternal hope and comfort to all who hear and believe. So tonight, let’s look at those three 
words, “It is finished!” so we know exactly what he meant by these words as well as Jesus’ desire for us to 
know this truth. 

28 After this, knowing that everything had now been finished, and to fulfill the Scripture, Jesus said, “I thirst.” 
29 A jar full of sour wine was sitting there. So they put a sponge soaked in sour wine on a hyssop branch and 
held it to his mouth. 30 When Jesus had received the sour wine, he said, “It is finished!” Then, bowing his head, 
he gave up his spirit. 

Our lesson starts out demanding some information. “After this, knowing that everything had now been 
finished” we are told. Sorting through all the gospel accounts of the crucifixion we know the answer to this; 
we know what preceded our lesson. Anguish, physical abuse, torment, mockery, and most of all, the cry to his 
Father in heaven who had forsaken him as the fetters of all the punishments of hell burst open upon him and 
his soul. Putting it as simply as we can while recognizing the event that took place there on Calvary was 
anything but simple, God’s perfect wrath over all sin was appeased 100% in Christ. Having done everything in 
his life in perfect line with the God the Father’s will and to God the Father’s glory, he now, on the cross 
received in full the punishment as if he had done the exact opposite.  

But that is not all that is finished. We are told that this phrase was cried in connection with his thirst so that 
Scripture would be fulfilled. So here it is, the promise made to our first parents after the image of God was lost 
and the world was first plunged into sin, finished. The promise made in Isaiah 53 of the one who would bear 
our sins and heal us by his wounds, fulfilled and finished. The promise made by David in psalm 22, that after 
suffering the torments of the damned righteousness would be proclaimed and also given to generations 



unborn. Here we see that promised fulfilled and finished. In fact that loud, triumphant cry, “It is finished,” 
echo back to all the promises God made in his Word from the sacrificial Passover lamb to the Day of 
Atonement making them full and complete. 

But in addition to that, more personal than that, this cry also shouts into your ears and mine cancelling out the 
noise of the devil. My penalty hanging over me, paid in full, finished. Hell’s claim to my guilty body and soul, 
the devil’s chains around my wrists, shattered, finished. The fear of death as I approach the next life, removed, 
finished. The dread that all or even the smallest payment for sin rests on my shoulders, wiped out, finished. 
The burden on my conscience over my faults and weaknesses, my missteps and wrongful thoughts and 
judgment of others, lifted, finished. Yes, everything from the demands of God, to his promises, the removal of 
my sin, guilt shame, and fear, it is all finished. 

And look! Look at how much Jesus wants you to know this, to hear it clearly through the commotion of life and 
the devil’s accusations of “Guilty.” Look because all that Jesus said and did, even to this very moment on the 
cross is for you, for me. That means even the human thirst he expresses. Yes, in humiliation he asks his 
executioners for something to relieve his thirst, to wet his tongue and moisten his bleeding lips. But this was 
not for him, we know that because just moments latter we are told that he is the one who gave up his spirit. 
We know this was not for him because just words before we go back to the reminder this was to fulfill all 
Scripture. No, this thirst was not for him. It was for you and he wanted you to hear it so very clearly, he did not 
want it whispered. He wanted it to resound in the halls of heaven and rumble through the ages of time. 
Exhausted as he was, as full of pain and woe incomparable and impossible for us to imagine, he thinks of us 
and wants each of us to know what it all means for time and for eternity, “It is finished.” 

So, the sponge is pressed to his lips and completion is proclaimed. “It is finished.”  

Dear family in Christ, your punishment is over. God is at peace with you. Through faith in Christ Jesus, faith 
that his words are yours, you are clothed in Jesus’ holiness. The devil’s head has been crushed and his grip on 
you released. You are clothed in Jesus’ holiness. It is the blessing with which we begin each week, as he 
reminds you of the repercussions of Jesus’ finished work, his face is turned toward you now and the peace of 
God is your possession. Finally, because of the cross and these three words of truth, we can one day bow our 
heads also in the face of death, as Jesus did on the cross, and commend our spirits into the Father’s hands. For 
what is true still today, will not cease to be any less true then, life will not be finished, it will be just beginning. 
For Jesus, whom we look at today on the cross for you and for me, will in complete power and love take us, 
calling us by name, and bring us into his eternal joy. For what we hear from Jesus as finished means our 
eternal beginning. Amen. 

 


